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KUMBH MELA
Research Abstract

The Kumbh Mela is a Hindu religious festival that occurs every twelve years
the largest public gathering in the world; today it draws tens of millions of
Mela provides a forum for both individual and collective expressions of faith

The Mela inspires interdisciplinary research in a number of complementary
complex atmosphere that can be understood through rigorous documentation
pop-up mega-city
the Kumbh Mela through interdisciplinary research will allow us to propose the

The underlying structure of the Mela emerges in the creation of a temporary

goal of the pilgrims is to bathe at the convergence of the rivers: even this act

Design

How can we visually and spatially document temporary urbanism?
occur there?
How can the systems that emerge from this study be applied to natural and political emergency situations?

Religious Studies
How does the Mela negotiate the tensions between self-identity and national and religious identity?
on the larger population?
Business
Is there a collaboration between private companies and the Indian government to make these amenities available?
Public Health
who need them?
Engineering

The Kumbh Mela presents a sophisticated manifestation of temporary or
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KUMBH MELA

Detailed Research Questions
DESIGN
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
social background relate to one another spatially? Is there a

How can we visually and spatially document temporary
urbanism?
temporary city and the temporal events that occur there? How
is land allocated?
How does temporal or temporary urbanism challenge large and

How does the Mela negotiate the tensions between self-identity
and national and religious identity?

How can the spatial systems that emerge from this study inform

change from festival to festival?
In what ways can the Kumbh Mela challenge the existing method
brittle form?

ENGINEERING
are in place for these?
How is physical infrastructure planned and deployed at the
festival?

available to engineering and design?
Does the religious nature of the Kumbh Mela completely

spaces?
during the festival?
How are the collective systems

systems and their site?
its cycle? Is the transition between the festival use of land and

infrastructure?

festival?
interact with both land and water?
the site?
infrastructures at the festival?
unique structure?
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GOVERNANCE
how are levels of authority designated?

BUSINESS

authoritative presence outside of the actual construction of the
city?

a microcosmic framework for these relationships to unfold over
the festival comprehensive in this sense or is it a collection of
micro-economies?

How do partnerships between public sector and private actors
emerge in short order?

Do city planners or event planners have a presence at the
festival?

PUBLIC HEALTH
or federal government?
vaccinations and other available medications distributed to
Mela visitors?
Is there an advertising or branding presence for the companies
they expect to continue?
including hawking and vending of consumables?

[Crowd dynamics and control]

How do institutions of information exchange and mediation

peaceful and secure ways?

To what extent do preexisting social and political relationships
facilitate coordination or hinder it?
[Desired Cell Phone Information]
Time of call

crowd and seek medical assistance?
Do people seem to sense when the crowds are getting
dangerously dense?
[Water sanitation and management]

Duration of call

sanitation and waste management?

original phone coverage provider

and cooking managed at the family or group level?

The area code or country code for the phone number from
which the call is being made

health clinics of all kinds?

The area code or country code for the phone number receiving
the call

conducted?
[Disaster preparedness]

Please see Prof. Goldie’s documents for more developed
information and questions.
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TECHNOLOGY

there anything conspicuously missing?

are their existing systems into which the festival can plug?

How are cell phones charged?
clues about how temporary technologies can be used in cities
outside the religious context? Is there a way to incorporate
the light technological footprint developed at the festival into

perhaps back to the 19th century?

systems over time?
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KUMBH MELA
Articles

HINDUSTAN TIMES
Kumbh Mela to last for 55 days instead of 44 this year

Kumbh issue: a major agenda

PTI Hindustan Times
Lucknow, June 13, 2012

Radhika Nagrath, Hindustan Times
Haridwar, January 24, 2012

as the Mela will last for 55 days as compared to last year’s 44
seems to be encashing on the issue of misuse of funds by the
the Mela would be of 55 days and the turnout of pilgrims and

He said that there should be no shortage of water in rivers at
that the state government misused funds for Mahakumbh in
implemented of which 162 works would be executed at Mela
site and this time 25 per cent more works and resources would

report has cited irregularities in the expenditure of funds to the
should be installed so that those who cannot read could get

The people must teach a lesson to the government by voting
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No God in sight
Samrat, Hindustan Times
April 17, 2010

bathers believe they emerge from the river with freshly washed
This year the Mahakumbh is in Haridwar in Uttarakhand till
The only places one could stop for a brief bit were the roadside

They all have thousands of followers who crowd into their

It took us another two and a half hours of walking to get to the

The HT photographer with whom I was travelling had bumped

over an empty ghat from which the pilgrims had been forcibly
Rs 1,200 room for Rs. 10,000

solitary souls lost in that great river as it coursed to its inevitable
he would give it to us because of his great friendship with Mr
budge from this price; hotel rooms in the area were being taken
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U’khand CM bans shooting of pictures of bathing
women at Kumbh

It is a great spectacle to watch these sadhus go in a procession

PTI Hindustan Times
Dehra Dun, January 28, 2010
Shooting photographs of women taking bath at the Maha
Kumbh mela in Haridwar will not be allowed and criminal cases

Taking serious note of complaints that some electronic
mediapersons had taken pictures of bathing women in river

the faithful believe that those who die during the Kumbh go
straight to heaven!

Kumbh mela generates big business for traders
Anupam Trivedi
Haridwar, January 14, 2010

These days he has almost no time to talk to his wife and children

The move follows complaints that some electronic media
channels had taken such pictures during their coverage of

- Kumbh that begins in Haridwar from Thursday and will last till

The Uttarakhand government expects nearly 4-6 crore pilgrims

Kumbh great spectacle
Suman Kapoor
January 25, 2010

the faithful from all over India and beyond to the banks of the

during the stretch of four months of Kumbh could touch

Infact in the last couple of years Haridwar has witnessed boom
in the real estate sector that resulted in expansion of hotel

large number of foreigners too come to witness the event for it
is an occasion when various orders of Sadhus come out of their

exclusive access to the river on auspicious days marked for
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Science and faith on the move in Allahabad
Sunita Aron
Mumbai, January 7, 2007

government for appointing people of a particular caste and
handed a detailed list of people holding key positions in the

Condom awakening at Ardh Kumbh
Alka Rastogi
Lucknow, January 6, 2007

Singh said the satellite data clearly shows the distinct change in

monitoring of the earth’s crust was necessary to pinpoint which
Singh said geoscientists should monitor the phenomenon as it

Anomalies in mela contracts: BJP
HT Correspondent
Allahabad, December 14, 2006

performing at Kumbh mela will also spread alertness about the
The administration thinks that condom campaign will also

campaign repulsive as they live life of celibacy and the word
and iron plates were pathetic and added that an accident had
the saints would welcome the advertisement- “Bindas Bol

The government has however banned posters stating:
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Ultra threat puts Mela cops on toes
Pankaj Mishra
Allahabad, December 11, 2006

HT Live Correspondent
Allahabad, December 10, 2006

is cops during such a massive gathering are under much stress
and strain but the possibility of terror strike looming large in the
backdrop of the recent incidents they do not want to take any

have been taken by surprise when he was told about a news
report in a section of the media that terrorists had tested
a remote controlled device in the Mela area way back in the
This road was supposed to have been

completed before
His immediate reaction was that he would look into the report

department for it and considering no concrete progress in this

opportunity to read situations and any emergency which crops

He admitted that security was being planned keeping in mind
immediate installation of high masts but authorities are in

Development Minister pointing out that road construction and
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Best medical facilities during Ardh Kumbh mela

Ganga pollution: Sadhu tries to end life

HT Live Correspondent
Allahabad, December 07, 2006

HT Live Correspondent
Allahabad, November 23, 2006

Sangam took a serious turn today when a dandi swami of
The swami took this extreme step because of the government’s
The central hospital has all facilities to deal with emergency

decision to give a chance to the state government to make

that enough time had elapsed since the demand was raised
sectors in the mela area and ensure that the people get clean

said the remaining seven circle hospitals would become
functional depending on the number of Kalpvasis getting
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Irregularity in supply of Mela material alleged

Two pontoon bridges cave in

BK Singh
Allahabad, November 11, 2006

HTC
Allahabad, November 02, 2006

truck got stranded on the pontoon bridge built on Kali Sadak

Sources said poor quality work and lack of inspection by the
to prevent soil erosion because of its soaking capacity and
hardness whereas sarpat and narai which are soft give in to

Mela area, funds increased
HT Correspondent
Allahabad, October 16, 2006

crore people were likeli to take dip daily on the three main
He said the administration divided mela site into 11 sectors with

recommended strict action against all those who were found

started functioning under the garb of another name while at
the same time retaining the original name which had been

There were 19 gangs of safai karmcharis to maintain the

every thing was taking place under the watchful eyes of Mela
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New 33 KV sub-stations at Jhusi and Naini likely
PANKAJ Mishra
Allahabad, June 20, 2006

Hyperlinks to audio/video:

Hindu philosophy attracting foreigners at Kumbh Mela
nature of works to upgrade the urban power supply system in

Devotees at Kumbh Mela bemoan stepped-up prices
Security beefed up at Haridwar at Mahakumbh Mela

year and directed all the departments to submit a proposal for

minister wanted to know the progress made by departments

come forward with its plans related to permanent kind of work

They opined that despite spending huge spendings during
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